13/06/2022 lwDITA meeting notes
 
Attendees 
Dana Aubin
Eric Sirois
Frank Wegmann
Kris Eberlein
Jenifer Schlotfeldt
Mark Giffen
Michael Priestly
 
Approve minutes of the last meeting from May 16, submitted by Stan Doherty ( https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-lightweight-dita/202205/msg00007.html) - Approval proposed by Frank and seconded by Michael.
Appointment of a Secretary - Dana volunteered, and Kris updated her permissions on the site.
Status of action items (see last meeting minutes) - Action Item: Stan - Run the tests again when Jarno checks in a new parser      (plug-in) with a new DITA-OT release. 
Welcome Eric Sirois! (and other attempts in the DITA TC to “recruit” new members…).
Eric is a former IBMer and is now at Ixiasoft.
Mike Iantosca talked to Frank at ConVEx and offered up some people to TC.
Kris has been making efforts to recruit new members to TC from new companies to Oasis. Existing companies who are members of Oasis to the TC. Too low on voting members for a healthy future. Has a meeting later this week with Avalera. 
The DITA TC is down to 13 voting members which is a low point since Kris joined 15 yrs ago. 18 or more voting members is normal. Have seen decrease of voting members and increase of individual members.
Kris listed companies with voting members and Individuals with voting rights. The list of original members in the 1.3 spec and shared the WIP of DITA TC company members on the Oasis site.
Kris/TC considering creating a DITA foundation for companies that don't want to pay for membership of $11K, but may be willing to contribute to the foundation so that we can take care of tasks like a spec editor. Kris asks that we look at the page and add names.
Michael suggested incentives for participation. One thing that we've done in the past is offering the chance to have the TC work in areas of their concern. Contributing can be validating the spec. Kris will keep these suggestions in the back of her mind. Kris has seen in the last few years that companies aren't interested in interoperability.  
The TC is limited on what they can do and Kris is cutting back her hours on editing the spec which may cause the spec release to move out 3-5 years. What is interesting work that companies would pay for?
Kris is seeing in her work semantics metadata and integration about that, medical companies, electronic data, and knowledge graphs. Everyone wants to work on the cool new stuff, but have to finish the core work 2.0.
Kris mentioned a report on roads and bridges that had to do with international DITA OT day 2014-2015. The article was about how to support roads and bridges (infrastructure) in the future.
Lots of companies globally sitting on the efforts of a small group of volunteers. 
We could have some really cool stuff in 2.1, but we have to get 2.0 out the door. 
Frank asked whether other Oasis groups are struggling along the same lines as we are and what have they done to boost participation? Kris hasn't attended other TCs, but the trend seems to be people working on open source projects rather than TCs.
Kris asks that if you don't attend the TC meeting to please read the minutes.
Representation from companies that have a DITA presence is slim at this point. 
YAML-based Maps for Markdown. Please see the specification in the marked-it implementation:  https://ibm.github.io/marked-it/#/toc?id=tocyaml-file-format  
Why Toc.yaml? People want a way to do something like ditamap with markdown with organization and metadata. One topic isn't one entry in TOC because can have subheadings. Some teams use text file but others use .md. With top-down yaml can build schema and build a checking tool. 
Toc.yaml can have properties and entries. Entries can be md or dita.
Mark - toc on markdown is usually yaml. Sometimes markdown file used as toc instead. He thinks that yaml is a better way to go.
Yaml seems to correspond to the lwDITA toc. "Seems like a really easy, clean mapping.”
No standard for yaml.toc, so yaml toc seems like the logical thing to support.
Oxygen doesn't support markdown map from mdita so most companies use xml. Mark hasn't heard any complaints about using xml for toc so doesn’t think yaml will have any objections. Michael, Mark recommend Swap out mdita toc with yaml. Frank - yaml used by primary contributors for markdown. Using yaml for tables. Can continue to use xml or dita for lwDITA, but Mdita supports yaml header.
Need to confirm with DITA TC users that DITA OT supports yaml toc.
If existing mdita map isn't supported by OT, then replace or augment with market yaml. Michael, in the spirit of lwDITA, would like to replace rather than augment to have one way of doing things.
Recommendation made to remove existing format no matter what. Use of maps with mark dit up to  org and use xml or dita map.
 
 

